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Introductions
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Now @google
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Now @sonos



Goals

Get through slides fairly quickly to cover the questions that everyone will have

Topics:
Fast-forward Releases
Etcd3
CRDs
Cluster-API
Addons: Bundles & Operators
Conformance
More Clouds

Lots of time for Q & A - dig in deeper!



kops release - philosophy

Try to do the best thing for users:
A kops .0 release should be safe for production

kops releases after kubernetes releases

Make sure kops works with new k8s!
Make sure k8s release stable: likely .2 or .3
Make sure the ecosystem is working (CNI providers etc)



kops release - reality

Thanks to: @peterr



kops release - the fast-forward

Revised philosophy:

Users like that .0 is production-ready
But ... release alphas & betas earlier to give users a choice

The fast-forward:

Don’t put a lot of features into kops 1.12, 1.13, 1.14.

(Lots) of features will land in 1.15

Cut the branches and start the alpha & beta train rolling!



kops release - the fast-forward 



Moving to etcd3

Handled by etcd-manager
Some bug reports, not clear if addressed by very-latest versions

Known bugs: handling of restore

Otherwise we are on track for 1.14

kops & etcd3



API aggregation -> CRDs

Moving to kubebuilder & CRDs

Simpler code, fewer dependencies, stable dependencies

ahmet’s doc generation tooling much easier than full api machinery

kops-server with only CRDs

https://github.com/ahmetb/gen-crd-api-reference-docs


Cluster API

Starting to adopt cluster-api

Machine / MachineSet / MachineDeployment

InstanceGroups ⇔ MachineDeployments

Starting with just additional, non-master nodes in an existing cluster



Cluster API

We can “shim” InstanceGroups to MachineDeployments
When an kops InstanceGroup is created, “kops-controller” creates an owned 
MachineDeployment

Lets users choose: use either InstanceGroups or MachineDeployments directly

cluster-api still early, we’ll see if wrapping MachineDeployments becomes common

CRDs + “kops-controller” + cluster-api = kops-server

kops 
InstanceGroup

Cluster-api 
MachineDeployment

ownerRef



Addons - Bundles & Operators

Bundles

Currently kops addon manifests & versions are baked into a kops release

Bundles: controlled releases of addons without doing a kops release

Operators

Bundles = what, operators = how

Operators are code, allow for health checks, complex sequencing etc

Developing as subproject of sig-cluster-lifecycle



kops as components

Integrated kops kops cli

etcdadm

Addon bundles/operators

cluster-api

CRDs & kubebuilder

nodeup

PAST FUTURE



Kubernetes Conformance

We always passed e2e, which includes conformance tests

Kops is now certified conformant on 1.10,1.11,1.12

Pretty simple process involving Sonobuoy and a PR

Runs Kubernetes e2e tests tagged as conformance

https://github.com/cncf/k8s-conformance/blob/master/instructions.md

https://github.com/cncf/k8s-conformance/blob/master/instructions.md


Working:
AWS stable
Bringing GCE support to stable

Active work (& great progress):
Openstack (special thanks: drekle, zetaab)
Alicloud (special thanks: LilyFaFa, xh4n3)

Help wanted:
DigitalOcean
vSphere

More clouds!

(Maybe use cluster-api?)



Thank you / Join us!

Thank you to all our contributors, in github, slack or elsewhere!

Join us on Slack:
#kops-users

Or for development:
#kops-dev

Office hours:
Odd weeks
Friday 12 noon EDT / 9 AM PDT / 18:00 CEST



Q & A

Q & A
Please share:

● Where do you want to get involved?

● Do you have any immediate questions or feedback?

● What features are we missing?




